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Abstract
The present paper discusses the results obtained using a micro-mechanical FE numerical model used to study
the bond behavior of some curved specimens strengthened by Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) composite
materials. The numerical model, implemented into the FE code Abaqus, is a sophisticated micro-modelling
(heterogeneous) approach, where bricks and mortar are meshed separately by means of 4-noded plane strain
elements exhibiting distinct damage in tension and compression, FRP is assumed elastic and an elastic
uncoupled cohesive layer is interposed between FRP reinforcement and masonry pillar. The experimental
investigation considered to benchmark the numerical approach is aimed at characterizing the influence of
normal stresses induced by curved supports on the stress-transfer mechanism of FRP materials. To this scope
some single lap shear tests performed at the University of Florence on FRP reinforced curved pillars with
two different curvature radii (1500 and 3000 mm) are here considered. The obtained numerical results
obtained show a promising match with experimental evidences, in terms of elastic stiffness, peak loads and
post-peak behavior. Indeed, the proposed approach allows to correctly account for important local effects,
such as the effect of FRP-masonry interfacial normal stresses on the global delamination strength and the
distribution of damage in the pillar volume. By using the proposed modelling approach, comprehensive
numerical sensitivity analyses to investigate the role played by the curvature on the ultimate delamination
strength, are also presented in the paper.
Keywords: heterogeneous damage-plasticity FE model; validation against experiments; curvature effect;
masonry; FRP; delamination

1 Introduction
Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) materials have been extensively used in the last decades for repairing and
upgrading of concrete and masonry structures. Nowadays, such strengthening systems comprise different
types of fiber textiles (i.e. carbon or glass fibers) arranged in various forms but always glued by means of a
thin layer of epoxy resin. The final composite material to be used on load bearing elements is characterized
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by well-known properties, for instance: high tensile strength, high elastic modulus, lightness and easiness in
the application [1]. From a mechanical point of view, the behavior of Fiber Reinforced Polymer composites
has been extensively studied by various research groups. In the technical literature, there are several studies
available, which investigated the bond performance of FRP composite materials and mostly the well-known
delamination. As stated in [2]-[6], this is a typical failure mechanism of FRP materials, which involves the
removal of a thin layer of the support. Indeed, their bond behavior is essentially governed by a first elastic
phase followed by a sudden brittle detachment of the strengthening from the support upon which it has been
applied. Some studies have been developed to analyze the effect of FRP strengthening on real structures, for
instance [7]-[9]. Conversely, experimental studies dealing with curved supports and facing with the
interaction of normal and tangential stresses as a consequence of the convex/concave geometry are still at
their initial stages. Only recently, few research groups have started to analyze the beneficial or negative
effect produced by the curvature of support on the load carrying capacity and ductility. The interest on this
topic is justified by the need to use FRP to reinforce curved structural elements, as for instance masonry
vaults and arches [10]-[16]. From a practical point of view, the correct determination of the ultimate collapse
load and the consequent increase of the overall load carrying capacity of curved reinforced structures is
fundamental, but up to now, only few recommendations are available in the reference legislation (CNR DT
200) [17] and the space dedicated to such problem is still impressively limited.
From a numerical point of view, the analyses of FRP reinforced structures has been addressed with several
numerical and analytical approaches, characterized by different grades of accuracy, see for instance [18]-[21]
where the interested reader is referred to for further details on pros and cons of each model. One of the most
common numerical strategies is based on the use of zero-thickness interfaces placed between the FRP
strengthening and the substrate material to repair [22]-[25]. In this specific case, the assumption is that a
weak plane of slip exists between support and reinforcement. Usually, the interaction between the FRP and
the underlying element is governed by the peak tangential strength and the fracture energy associated with
Mode II. In this context, bilinear stress-slip laws can be adopted to describe both the normal and tangential
behaviors of the interface. It is worth mentioning that a complete description of the collapse mechanism can
be achieved mostly with 3D models, which allow evaluating the damage diffusion inside the constituent
materials. Obviously, a full 3D approach with damage is too ambitious and very demanding from a
computational point of view, because of a large number of FEs is required to properly discretize the contact
zone and the issues related to softening. A reduction of the computational effort can be accomplished
removing the assumption of the interface layer between the FRP and the support. In this regard, the global
performance of a reinforced pillar is strongly influenced by the tensile properties of the materials which
constitute the support [26]-[28]. The present work partially follows this last research line, but presents a
novel combined FE strategy where the masonry pillar is meshed with a 2D heterogeneous micro-modelling
approach with bulk damage for mortar and bricks, and a soft elastic interface is interposed between FRP and
support, to properly reproduce the exact deformability exhibited by the tested specimens. The paper is aimed
at studying, in particular, the detrimental or positive effect produced by the development of tensile or
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compressive normal stresses induced by the curvature of the pillar surface, as well as its influence on the
FRP global performance. In addition, the paper is aimed at investigating the key role played by the
mechanical properties of masonry constituent materials, when FRP composites are externally applied for
strengthening and to predict with a computationally inexpensive FE model the debonding mechanism of
FRP. To this scope, curved reinforced masonry specimens are modelled meshing into FEs the constituent
materials separately, using elastic (FRP) or inelastic (mortar and bricks) 4-noded plane strain FEs, with an
elastic cohesive interface between the FRPs and the masonry support. An isotropic damage material model
already implemented in the commercial FE software used to carry out simulations (Abaqus) is assumed for
both bricks and mortar joints. Their inelastic and elastic properties are tuned in agreement with data put
available from the experimental campaign reported in [29]. Results obtained numerically show how the
present FE approach is able to capture with high accuracy the global behavior found experimentally (loaddisplacement curves), as well as the local failure modes. The effect of the surface curvature is also discussed
in detail, with particular regard to the bond performance.
The computational effort needed by the FE model proposed is relatively limited. Hence, full sensitivity
analyses are carried out changing both the surface curvature and constituent materials mechanical properties.
Such investigation offers food for thought on possible simplified formulas predictive of the actual
delamination strength in presence of curved surfaces. Numerical simulations are replicated for 6 new
curvature radii plus the flat case, providing the numerical trends (as a function of the curvature radius) for
peak and elastic limit loads. One of the main findings is that the compression fracture energy of the bricks is
crucial for a correct determination of the peak delamination strength. Conversely and as expected, the elastic
limit strength does not depend on the curvature radius, whereas the residual strength is independent from the
fracture energy chosen for the constituent materials.

2 Case studies
A comprehensive experimental investigation carried out at the University of Florence and fully described in
[29] is here considered to benchmark the numerical model. Four series of FRP reinforced curved masonry
pillars subjected to single lap shear tests and differing for the curvature radius (equal to 1500 and 3000 mm)
and the position of the reinforcement (intrados and extrados) are studied. Specimens are here labelled using
the following alphanumeric code: CXY N, where X indicates the curvature radius of the surface (so that A
indicates a radius of 1500 mm and B one of 3000 mm), Y identifies the position of the strengthening
(E=extrados and I=intrados) and N is used to number the replicates.
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-a
-b
Figure 1: Curved specimen configurations, geometry of the CAI (-a) and CBE (-b) masonry specimens.
Considering that in [29] each series was constituted by 5 replicates, a total of 20 pillars was tested. Pillars
were built with 5 common Italians clay bricks (dimensions equal to 65x120x250 mm3) and four 10 mm thick
mortar joints, as shown in Figure 1. Strengthening is constituted by a common unidirectional carbon fiber
textile 100 mm wide glued on the support by means of a thin layer of epoxy resin. No laboratory
investigations were conducted in [29] to characterize the FRP system, so its geometric and mechanical
properties (linear elastic assumptions) are assumed here equal to those declared by the manufacturer (E equal
to 250 GPa, Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.3, thickness of 0.165 mm). Due to the different surface curvatures,
thickness of mortar joints varies; consequently, the bond length is variable from series to series. In Figure 1,
the exact bond lengths for CAI (-a) and CBE (-b) specimens are depicted, whereas resultant bond lengths for
all series are summarized in Table 1, with an indication of the reinforcement position, series labels and
corresponding curvature radii of the pillar surface.
Masonry prisms
Bond lengths [mm]
Reinforcement position
Curvature Radius [mm]
CAE
380
Extrados
1500
CAI
330
Intrados
1500
CBE
355
Extrados
3000
CBI
330
Intrados
3000
Table 1: Bonded lengths and position used in the laboratory investigation.

Preliminary mechanical characterizations of bricks and mortar were performed in [29], useful to set properly
elastic and inelastic numerical parameters for the proposed FE model. In particular, for bricks pull-off and
uniaxial tensile and compression tests were carried out on small specimens cut from clay bricks.
For mortar, prisms were tested in three-point bending and uniaxial compression to characterize again tensile
and compressive strength. The experimentally obtained mechanical properties (used also in the numerical
simulations) are summarized in Table 2. The reader is referred to [29] for a detailed description of the
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laboratory tests performed and the results obtained. Here, it is worth noting that the numerical tensile
strength assumed for mortar in the simulations is the experimental one divided by three, as commonly done
in practice in this cases (see [29] for a discussion), to take into account that the experimental strength is
conventionally evaluated from the ultimate bending moment assuming an elastic behavior of mortar.
Bricks
Mortar
Elastic Modulus [MPa]
8712
Compressive strength [MPa]
20.1
5.2
Tensile strength [MPa]
2.5
1.9
Table 2: Mechanical properties of the constituent materials.

The experimental set-up comprised a series of single lap shear tests on reinforced pillars, performed pulling
the top edge of the FRP strip left un-bonded. In detail, each masonry pillar was constrained by two thick steel
plates placed at its top and bottom bases. The given test apparatus was able to prevent any movement of the
specimens during the tests as well as their rotation, as discussed in detail in [29]. During the laboratory
investigation, a monotonically increased displacement was applied at the top edge of the dry carbon strip left
unbounded. To this scope, a steel cylinder directly connected to the testing machine by means of a fork was
used to transmit the vertical displacement to the masonry specimens. The dry carbon fiber strip was then
glued to the steel cylinder after checking the proper alignment of the FRP textile and the absence of
eccentricities. Vertical displacements were monitored in two different positions, namely at the loaded edge
and at the beginning of the bond length. The first measure was obtained by means of two displacement
transducers placed between the bottom of the load cell and the top steel plate. Doing this, the relative
displacements between the testing machine and the top surface of the masonry pillars were monitored. Such
measure of relative displacements can be the result of the initiation of different mechanisms, involving: (i)
the elongation of the FRP strip, (ii) the presence of FRP-to-masonry debonding and (iii) the development of
displacements due to a possible crushing of the brick in contact with the steel frame. Obviously, on the base
of such a measure, it is not possible to distinguish one mechanism from another. In order to secure a more
accurate insight into the developing mechanism, two Ω transducers were placed at the top edge of the bonded
surface, allowing a more direct evaluation of the slip occurring between the upper end of the CFRP
reinforcement and the masonry substrate. This second measure, which is expected to be more accurate (at
least in the elastic phase), is crucial to remove from the global force-displacement curves obtained
experimentally, spurious contributions consequent to possible rigid body motions of the specimen-machine
system.
The final force-displacement curves obtained experimentally and used in the sequel to benchmark the
performance of the FE approach proposed are summarized for each series in Figure 2.
Experimental evidences show that the curvature radius and the position of the reinforcement play an
important role in the definition of the load carrying capacity, which varies considerably as a consequence of
the positive or negative normal stresses arising at the FRP-support interface.
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Figure 2: Single lap shear tests experimental results: CAI (-a), CAE (-b), CBI (-c) and CBE (-d) masonry
prisms.
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3 Numerical analyses
In the present Section, an overview of the model proposed, as far as both the geometry and the mechanical
properties of the constituent materials are concerned, is provided, with a final discussion of the results
obtained. Emphasis is put on the role played by the tensile and compressive post peak behavior assumed for
the bricks, whereas the role played by mortar is less important, simply because the mortar volume is limited
and the contribution on the load carrying capacity (also because its strength is lower with respect to that of
the brick) is limited.

3.1 Abaqus model
The numerical strategy herein proposed is a 2D plane strain heterogeneous micro-modelling, where the
constituent materials (bricks, mortar joints and FRP reinforcement), are modelled separately. Elastic
interfaces between FRP and support are also introduced, in order to properly capture the experimentally
observed damage pattern of the support. All the simulations performed run under a commercial version of
the FE code Abaqus [33]. Since the stress -transfer mechanism from FRP to masonry is typically brittle, with
damage in tension and compression developing both superficially and relatively deep inside the volume, it is
necessary to adopt quite refined discretizations not only near the application of the reinforcement, but also
inside the bulk. In addition, the limited thickness of mortar joints when compared with the overall dimension
of the pillar, requires a particularly refined discretization in correspondence of the joints (at least 7 FEs along
their thickness are used). Two different FEs have been employed in the simulations: (ii) 4-noded plane strain
quadrilateral elements (for bricks, mortar and FRP) with full integration formulation (bubble functions) and
(ii) cohesive interfaces between FRP and substrate. The first type of elements relies into the category of the
so called “incompatible” mode elements, which describe the bending behavior more accurately than
traditional quadrilateral elements. To this scope, these FEs were equipped with more internal degrees of
freedom, which allow the elimination of spurious shear stresses and the shear-locking phenomenon. From a
computational point of view, they are slightly more expensive than their counterparts but less expensive than
quadratic ones.
From a practical point of view, it is therefore convenient to maintain the same mesh size everywhere,
avoiding in this way issues related to an excessive distortion of the elements. Meshes used for the
simulations are depicted in Figure 3. As can be noted, meshes are quite refined, namely 12030 nodes and a
total of 11757 FEs are used, of which 11631 4-noded plane strain FEs and 126 interfaces.
These latter elements are called in Abaqus “Cohesive” and are assumed elastic with uncoupled relationships
between Mode I and II deformations. The elastic constitutive matrix is therefore 2x2 diagonal, linking the
strain vector ε   nn  nt T with the interface stress vector t  tnn tnt T as follows
tnn   Enn
 
 tnt   0

0   nn 
 
Ent    nt 

Where E is the elastic modulus and

(1)

nn

and nt denote the normal and tangential directions, respectively.
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is the strain representing the ratio between the jump of displacement of corresponding nodes and the

constitutive thickness of the interface, always assumed equal to 1 mm in the simulations for sake of
simplicity. As a matter of fact, cohesive elements are usually characterized by two different thicknesses: a
constitutive one and a geometrical one. The first one is related to the mechanical response of the interfaces.
Indeed, the primary function of the constitutive thickness is to ensure that the nominal strains are equal to the
relative separation displacements. The authors decided to adopt in the present simulations a layer of zerothickness interfaces between FRP and the masonry support because the actual thickness of such interface
layer is hardly evaluable experimentally. Indeed, when the phenomenon involves two bonded surfaces where
the adhesive layer is very thin or a fracture plane can be clearly identified, the adoption of a zero-thickness
interface is preferable. In the FE software at hand, such kind of interfaces can be obtained using cohesive
elements with a traction-separation response. In the proposed simulations, the application of a tractionseparation response ensures that the analyses are performed assuming a zero-thickness interface layer
characterized by a unitary constitutive thickness, regardless the geometrical one. Being the numerical
discretization enough refined and the shape of the FEs involved into the simulations regular, the authors
decided to employ as geometrical thickness of the cohesive elements the same mesh size adopted for the
other FEs, being fully reasonable from a practical point of view.
Simulations are carried out applying a monotonically increased displacement at the free edge of the CFRP
strip left unbounded, up to the activation of a collapse mechanism. In agreement with the experimental setup
described previously, steel plates are modelled by a combination of three series of rollers with different
directions, as shown in Figure 4-b. It is interesting to notice that the top steel plate, which constraints almost
all the top edge, is responsible for a diffusion of damage inside the masonry pillar limited to a superficial
layer of few mm near the FRP. This experimental outcome is properly modelled, as already pointed out,
thanks to the utilization of an elastic interface layer placed between the FRP and the support, see Figure 4-b.

-a

-b
-c
-d
Figure 3: Discretization adopted for CAI (-a), CAE (-b), CBI (-c) and CBE (-d).
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-a
-b
Figure 4: CA curved specimens: modelling assumptions (-a), restraints adopted in the models (-b).
It is interesting to point out that some similar heterogeneous approaches, although with a different level of
sophistication, have been already presented in the technical literature to describe the failure of FRP
reinforced pillars [26][27]. However, in such studies, FRP was assumed as perfectly bonded to the substrate,
whereas it is much more realistic to interpose, as done in the present study, between reinforcement and
substrate an interface layer, whose mechanical parameters can be obtained resorting to suggestions provided
by existing reference legislation (e.g. CNR DT 200 [17]). Following such recommendations, both the shear
elastic stiffness and eventually the peak strength (not considered here because the support is assumed as
elasto-damaging) can be easily estimated through the knowledge of constituent materials mechanical
properties.

3.2 Mechanical properties of the constituent materials
As previously pointed out, the heterogeneous approach proposed requires a separate characterization of the
single constituent materials, namely bricks, mortar, FRP and FRP-support interface. The following issues
must be pointed out: (i) the most important parameter governing debonding load is brick tensile and
compressive strength, (ii) FRP-to-masonry interface is assumed to play a crucial role only in terms of
specimens deformability, also because here assumed elastic. The calibration of the mechanical properties
adopted in the proposed simulations is described in the present Section. The adopted elastic properties for
bricks, mortar and FRP are summarized in Table 3. As can be noted, the authors generally used values
derived from data obtained experimentally [29], exception made for FRP (in this case technical tables are
used).
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Elastic Modulus
Poisson ratio
[MPa]
[-]
Brick
8712
0.1
Mortar
2500
0.1
Carbon fiber
240000
Table 3 Elastic properties of the constituent materials.

Stress-strain uniaxial relationships adopted for bricks and mortar in tension and compression are sketched in
Figure 5 (subfigure –a refers to the compression behavior, whereas subfigure –b to the tensile behavior).
Three sets of simulations are repeated, one with an approximate exponential softening for the constituent
materials (Set 1), the second with a linear softening up to a full inability to carry stresses (Set 2) and the last
(Set 3) calibrated on the experimental stress-strain curve obtained testing under mono-axial compression
some brick cubes. Generally authors noted a quite relevant importance of the compression post-peak
behavior assumed for the bricks (Set 3 exhibits larger fracture energy in compression), with a roughly
independence of the obtained global behavior in terms of constitutive laws assumed in tension and a scarce
role played by mortar joints, with little contribution consequent to the limited volume and the lower strength
when compared with bricks.
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Uniaxial compression

Uniaxial tension

-a
-b
Figure 5: Inelastic mechanical properties adopted for the constituent materials assuming uniaxial
compression (-a) and tension (-b).

For bricks and mortar, a so called CDP (Concrete Damage Plasticity) model already implemented into the
commercial code Abaqus [33] is utilized. CDP is a constitutive model which accounts for distinct damage
parameters (dc and dt) in tension and compression, with possible softening and inelastic deformation due to
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damage and plasticity. To account for the multi-dimensional behavior, a modification of the Drucker-Prager
failure criterion is assumed, which is characterized by a non circular failure surface in the deviatoric plane
tuned by a numerical parameter called Kc. If Kc=2/3 the obtained Drucker-Prager failure surface
approximates a Mohr-Coulomb one. The parameters employed in the CDP model are the following: Kc =
2/3, dilation angle = 10°, viscosity parameter = 0.0001 and ratio between the biaxial and uniaxial
compression strength = 1.16. In addition, to allow a better convergence, the tip of the conical Drucker-Prager
strength domain is smoothed by means of an eccentricity parameter, which is assumed equal to 0.1 according
to consolidated literature. Eccentricity represents in the p-q plane the distance between the points of
intersection with the p-axis of the cone and the hyperbola, where p represents the pressure component of the
stress matrix, while q is its deviatoric component.
The CDP non-linear model adopted is particularly suited to describe compressive crushing phenomena as
well as tensile cracking failures in brittle or quasi-brittle materials. It has been initially developed to analyze
non-linearities in concrete materials, but recently it has been successfully used to simulate masonries
subjected to a variety of different loading conditions [34]. By user definition, in the present simulations, after
a damage of the material equal to 90% (dt=dc=90%) tensile and compressive stresses are kept constant and
almost equal to zero.
As already pointed out, the FRP strip are assumed elastic and applied to the masonry support interposing a
single layer of zero-thickness interfaces. Interfaces are supposed to behave elastically without coupling
between the tangential and normal modes. The FRP strengthened pillars are then loaded imposing a
monotonically increased displacement at the top strip edge left unbounded. Mechanical properties of the
carbon strip are assumed equal to those declared by the manufacturer since no laboratory investigations have
been performed to characterize this material.
More difficult is the characterization of the interface, because its mechanical properties turn out to be crucial
for a proper reproduction of the experimental stiffness exhibited by the reinforced specimens. In the
numerical model, such data are kept in agreement with indications provided by the Italian code, where
reliable formulas validated by a huge amount of experimentation ad hoc performed are put at disposal. A
summary of the mechanical and geometrical parameters involved into the calculations is provided in Table 4.
Values identified by an asterisk * have been provided by the manufacturer, whereas those identified by a
double asterisk ** have been identified by the authors by means of indirect consolidated formulas. The
remaining mechanical properties are set in agreement with experimental results, exception made for all the
shear elastic moduli, which have been calculated assuming an isotropic behavior for the constituent
materials.
It is finally interesting to notice that, despite the fact that the interface between FRP and support is assumed
elastic, it has obviously an influence in the propagation of damage inside masonry. As confirmed by the
laboratory investigation, the failures of the masonry pillars studied in the present work were mostly due to
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the propagation of cracks involving few superficial mm of the masonry supports. This finding is also
confirmed by several studies in literature. In single lap shear test, such crack propagation depth is usually
related to boundary conditions, mechanical properties of mortar and bricks, but also to the presence of a soft
elastic interface. For perfectly bonded FE models, indeed, damage spreads much deeper inside the bulk, as
shown in [26]-[28]. Finally, also the position of the top steel plate in the experimental investigation tends to
limit and concentrate damage near the skin on the pillar.
Carbon fiber Elastic modulus
240000
Em
Elastic modulus of the block [MPa]
8712
[MPa]
tf *
Fiber thickness [mm]
0.165
Poisson ratio of the block [-]
0.1
**
bf
Carbon fiber width [mm]
100
Gm
Shear modulus of the block [MPa]
3960
Elastic modulus of the adhesive
Brick average compressive strength
Ea *
2200
fbm
20.1
[MPa]
[MPa]
Poisson ratio of the adhesive [-]
0.2
fbtm
Brick average tensile strength [MPa]
2.5
**
Shear modulus of the adhesive
Ga
916.6
b
Block width [mm]
120
[MPa]
Table 4: Summary of the geometrical and mechanical parameters adopted to find the elastic stiffness of the
cohesive elements.
Ef *

Mechanical properties of the FRP-to-masonry cohesive interfaces, as calculated using the CNR DT 200, are
synoptically shown in Table 5.

√

ΓFd

Fracture energy [N/mm]

fbd

Maximum tangential strength [MPa]

le

Optimal debonding length [mm]

Kt

Tangential stiffness of the initial elastic branch
[N/mm3]

0.2383
1.1915

√

123.17
106.22

Kn Normal stiffness of the initial elastic branch [N/mm3]
233.7
Table 5: Mechanical properties of the cohesive interface found using CNR DT 200 (kb= 1.0871, kG= 0.031,
FC= 1, c1= 0.5)

3.3 Numerical results
In this Section, the numerical results obtained analyzing the four curved masonry pillars experimentally
tested in [29] by means of the heterogeneous numerical approach previously described are discussed and
compared with experimental evidences. As already pointed out, three series of analyses identified as Set 1-3
according to Figure 5 are performed. As far as the performance of the numerical models is concerned, it is
worth noting that global comparisons with experimental data are provided, namely all simulations results are
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compared with experimental evidences monitoring the vertical displacements in a control point placed at the
beginning of the bonded FRP, as shown in Figure 6, versus vertical reaction force applied.

F
Figure 6: Schematic representation of the point assumed to control the numerical analyses.

The first results discussed refer to CA series. Global force-displacement numerical results are compared with
experimental ones in Figure 7-a and Figure 8-a respectively for intrados and extrados reinforcements (i.e.
CAI and CAE results). As can be noted, both FE models are able to accurately capture the first elastic
behavior as well as the peak collapse loads.
Description
Stiffness values Units
Finite Element Model CAI
169280
N/mm
Max value (CAI 1)
202640
N/mm
Min value (CAI 2)
78045
N/mm
Average value CAI
147086
N/mm
Table 6 CAI masonry pillars: experimental and numerical elastic stiffnesses.
A comparison between the elastic stiffnesses found numerically and those obtained in the experimental
investigation is reported in Table 6 and Table 7, respectively for CAI and CAE specimens. As can be noted,
the numerical stiffnesses differ from the mean values obtained experimentally of -20% and 10%,
respectively. Although such difference is not negligible, it is worth mentioning that both the FE predictions
result inside the experimental envelopes. Moreover, such an outcome is partially justified by the high scatter
found experimentally. Almost the same scatter is obtained for the peak collapse loads. From an experimental
point of view, the delamination of the FRP strips is characterized by an initial linear elastic phase, where the
reinforcement is fully bonded to the surface, after which the FRP starts to debond and the load follows an
oscillating trend. For all CAI specimens, such oscillation occurs around a constant value until failure. On the
contrary, when the reinforcement is placed at the extrados, the load oscillates around a load linearly
increasing with the displacement, up to a full debonding. Tensile damages spreading on pillars bulk during
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the analyses (points from A to D shown in Figure 7-b and Figure 8-b) are depicted in Figure 9 and Figure 10
for CAI and CAE respectively.

-a
-b
Figure 7: CAI masonry pillars: comparison between experimental and numerical results (-a) and
identification of time steps analyzed for the FE model Set 2 (-b).

-a
-b
Figure 8 CAE masonry pillars: comparison between experimental and numerical results (-a) and
identification of time steps analyzed for the FE model Set 2 (-b).
In agreement with experimental evidences, numerical simulations confirm that the load increases almost
elastically until the FRP strip starts to detach (point A in Figure 9-a and -e and Figure 10-a and -e). From
point B to point C, a quick damage propagation is observed along the FRP-to-masonry interface for a depth
equal to few mm.
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B

A
-a

A

C
-b

B

D
-c

C

-d

D

-e
-f
-g
-h
Figure 9 CAI masonry pillars.-a to –d: tensile damage maps obtained at different time steps. –e to –h:
debonding mechanism at different time steps.

The softening phases (point D in Figure 9-d and -h and Figure 10-d and -h) take place when the
strengthening fully debonds from the support. Finally, in both models a post-peak residual strength is found,
which corresponds to the resistance reserve in compression after that bricks crushing occurs. Such hypothesis
had a twofold influence on the global behavior of the specimens. Indeed, the Concrete Damage Plasticity
model allows defining a maximum inelastic strain which correspond to the 90% of degradation of the
mechanical properties of the undamaged material. After that point, the tensile strength is kept constant even
if the material is continuously loaded. Moreover, the FEs fully damaged cannot be removed from the
analyses once they reach the maximum inelastic strain, as instead happens when dealing with inelastic
cohesive elements.
A further explanation of the collapse mechanisms can be found in Figure 9 and Figure 10 from –e to –h,
where damage in tension data are post-processed in Matlab [35] for CAI and CAE specimens, removing all
those elements with a tensile damage greater than 90% and the FRP-support interfaces in contact with
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damaged elements (magnification factors of displacements along horizontal and vertical direction are
different by purpose to enhance figure readability). Such representation is very effective to understand the
propagation of cracks inside the bulk and the delamination of the FRP from the support. Furthermore, it is
interesting to notice that the processing zone inside the pillar is limited to few mm.
Finally, the images clearly show the evolution of the strip debonding, which starts from the loaded side and
quickly propagates downwards, again consistently with the experimental results discussed in [29]

Description
Stiffness values Units
Finite Element Model CAE
168310
N/mm
Max value (CAE 5)
256519
N/mm
Min value (CAE 1)
128082
N/mm
Average value CAE
179123
N/mm
Table 7: CAE masonry prisms: experimental and numerical elastic stiffnesses.
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Figure 10: CAE masonry pillars: -a to –d: tensile damage maps obtained at different time steps. –e to –
h: debonding mechanism at different time steps.
Numerical load –displacement curves found for series CB are depicted in Figure 11 (CBE, extrados) and
Figure 12 (CBI, intrados).
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-a
-b
Figure 11 CBE masonry prisms: comparison between experimental and numerical results (-a) and
identification of some meaningful points on the Set 2 numerical curve (-b).

-a
-b
Figure 12 CBI masonry prisms: comparison between experimental and numerical results (-a) and
identification of some meaningful points on the Set 2 numerical curve (-b).

For CBE the numerical model slightly underestimates the experimental peak load, whilst the initial elastic
stiffness results again inside the experimental envelope. On the contrary, CBI numerical models appear more
in agreement with experimental evidences almost everywhere. A summary of the stiffness values found in
the experimental tests compared with the numerical one is reported for CBE in Table 8 and for CBI in Table
9 respectively. Unfortunately, when dealing with this latter set of tests, only one experimental measure was
at disposal. The discrepancies observed at large displacements, with a softening behavior of the numerical
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model which is never observed in experimentation, may be explained by the relatively marked softening
assumed in compression for bricks and mortar.
Description
Stiffness values Units
Finite Element Model CBE
220670
N/mm
Min value (CBE 2)
193588
N/mm
Max value (CBE 1)
247943
N/mm
Average CBE
222085
N/mm
Table 8: CBE masonry pillars: experimental and numerical elastic stiffnesses.

Description
Stiffness values
Units
Finite Element Model CBI
169500
N/mm
CBI 3
396923
N/mm
Table 9: CBI masonry pillars: experimental and numerical elastic stiffnesses.
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Figure 13: CBE masonry pillars. -a to –d: tensile damage maps obtained at different time steps. –e to –
h: debonding mechanism at different time steps.

Analogously to the previous series CA, the detachment of the FRP starts form the top brick close to the
loaded edge (Figure 13-a and -e and Figure 14-a and -e), quickly propagating downwards. The numerical
load trends seem to confirm the results obtained for CA specimens. Indeed, when the reinforcement is
applied at the extrados of the curved pillar, the load after the elastic phase seems to follow a roughly linear
increasing trend until the complete debonding. On the contrary, the intrados strengthened specimens are
characterized by a fairly constant load during the debonding propagation. Such behavior is a consequence of
the presence of tensile or compressive normal stresses acting at the FRP-to-support interface. Indeed,
comparing CAE and CBE force-displacement curves, it is clear that after the elastic phase almost all the
specimens exhibit an increase of the debonding load, which is related to a Mohr-Coulomb strength of the
interface. Such increase, not observed in CAI and CBI pillars, can be justified therefore by the existence of
compressive normal stresses which improve the shear bond performance of the FRP strengthening, according
to a Mohr-Coulomb inelastic relationship between normal and tangential stresses. Macroscopically, it is
observed that the ultimate force required to fully detach the reinforcement grows.
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Figure 14: CBI masonry pillars. -a to –d: tensile damage maps obtained at different time steps. –e to –
h: debonding mechanism at different time steps.

Table 10 synoptically compares the numerical peak loads obtained for the different cases analyzed, whereas
in Figure 15 the percentage increases/decreases of the load carrying capacity with respect to CBE specimens
are shown using histograms. As can be noted, the FE models consistently reproduce the positive or negative
effects induced by the curvature of the surface. As a matter of fact, the minimum peak load is obtained in the
masonry pillars with the lowest curvature radius (i.e. 1500 mm) reinforced at the intrados. In this case, the
concave geometry of the support plays a detrimental role, with the presence of tensile normal stresses
reducing the ultimate load carrying capacity. Due to the presence of such stresses the force needed to detach
the FRP strip results lower with respect to the flat configuration. As expected, the maximum positive effect
can be found with a curvature radius of 1500 mm, but with the reinforcement placed at the extrados. Such
situation is comparable to a convex geometry upon which the reinforcement is placed. In this specific case,
the geometry of the support increases the bond performance of the FRP materials, thanks to the development
of compressive normal stresses arising on the pillar at the FRP-to-masonry interface. As expected, the
numerical models capture with sufficient accuracy such behavior. Indeed, the maximum collapse load is
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found in CAE simulations. When the curvature of the strengthened masonry decreases, the positive and
negative effects due to the geometry of the supports are mitigated. When the curvature is negligible (i.e.
curvature radius →∞), that corresponds to a flat surface where the geometry of the support clearly does not
influence the performance of the FRP strengthening.

Collapse load [N]
CAE
CAI
CBE
15531
13152
15077
FE Models Set 1
16944
14029
16382
FE Models Set 2
21073
17692
20619
FE Models Set 3
Table 10: Summary of the collapse loads obtained with the FE models.

CBI
13398
14258
18503

Figure 15: Peak load increments calculated for CAE, CAI and CBI prisms with respect to CBE specimens.

4 Sensitivity analyses
The numerical model proposed allows carrying out fast sensitivity analyses changing the curvature radii of
the specimens. The goal is to provide fast predictions of the debonding behavior at different curvatures,
without the need to perform costly experimental campaigns.
In the present Section, therefore, the same heterogeneous FE model used to fit experimental data is utilized
under the same load conditions (single lap debonding) and the same mechanical properties of the materials,
but changing the curvature of the bonded surface. In particular, FE simulations are repeated for the following
positive (intrados reinforcement) and negative (extrados reinforcement) curvature radii: 500, 750, 1500, 3000
and 6000 mm. It is worth noting that the last radius of curvature (6000 mm) is so large that the curvature
effect is in practice almost totally lost and the specimen can be reasonably considered as flat (and hence
results can be kept as reference to compare with).
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Load displacement curves obtained for the three different Sets of mechanical properties and curvature radii
equal to 500, 750 and 6000 are depicted in Figure 16. The resultant crack patterns at failure (i.e. fully
developed) for Set 3 mechanical properties are also reported for the sake of completeness. Similar outcomes
are observed for Set 1 & 2. Cases with R=1500 and 3000 are not reported because previously presented when
comparing with experimentation.
From a detailed analysis of Figure 16, the following considerations can be drawn:
1) Brick fracture energy in tension does not affect too much the global behavior; as a matter of fact, the
peak load increases slightly from Set 1 to Set 2, whereas the residual strength and the elastic
behavior remain essentially unchanged. This is reasonable because the contribution on the global
dissipation of energy in tension is much lower than that in compression.
2) A variation of brick fracture energy in compression, conversely, results into a quite evident change
of the peak load. Such behavior can be justified by an interpretation of the crack pattern at failure,
which involves a thickness of about 10-15 mm inside the pillar, with the processing zone working
mainly in compression.
3) Peak load percentage increases/decreases with respect to the flat case are represented using
histograms in Figure 17. There are some inversions with respect to Figure 16 where global loaddiagram curves are shown, because normalization is made against the flat case, but assuming
consistently the same mechanical properties adopted for the curved specimens (for example peak
loads obtained for Set 3 on curved pillars are normalized against peak load in the flat case assuming
again for materials Set 3 data). In any case, the trend is pretty clear for all Sets, with an
increase/decrease trend that can be assumed roughly hyperbolic.
4) Residual strength turns out to be roughly the same for the three Sets of mechanical properties
adopted for bricks, clearly indicating that the full activation of a mechanism is independent from the
post peak behavior assumed in compression for bricks. As a matter of fact, when the delamination
process is fully developed, shear stress is the most important parameter contributing to the residual
strength. Such stress component is defined in CDP by an elasto-plastic law, i.e. independently from
the uniaxial compressive strength and the post peak behavior of the material. Being such strength the
same for all Sets and linked to the tensile strength via a Mohr-Coulomb relationship, this explains
the reason why the residual delamination force is quite insensitive to a variation of the post-peak
parameters in compression.
5) Elastic upper limit appears remaining unaltered varying the curvature radius, as clearly shown in
Figure 18. In agreement with intuition, indeed, in the elastic range normal and tangential stresses at
the interface are uncoupled and the slight differences are related exclusively to a variation of the
principal stresses direction on elements near the bonded surface consequent to the geometry
variation.
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Finally, Figure 19 shows the peak loads obtained for the different curvature radii investigated. Three
subfigures are reported, each one referred to a different Set of mechanical properties assumed for bricks, so
that subfigure –a refers to Set 1, -b to Set 2 and –c to Set 3 respectively. On the horizontal axis, the curvature
radius of the bonded surface is reported, whereas on the vertical axis the peak debonding force is
represented. Apart the roughly hyperbolic behavior already pointed out, it is worth mentioning that for R
equal to zero, the output exhibits a singularity, which is geometrically pretty obvious (bonded surface with
infinite curvature) and in mathematics translates into a vertical asymptote. Finally, the beneficial effect of the
concave surface is worth noting (load carrying capacity strongly increases due to appearance of compression
normal stresses on the bonded surface of the pillar).
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R=500 mm

R=750 mm

R=6000 (quasi flat case)

Figure 16: Global load displacement curves for curvature radii equal to 500 (top), 750 (middle) and 6000 (bottom),
with the corresponding fully developed crack patters.
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Figure 17: Peak loads increases/decreases calculated with respect to the flat configuration.

Figure 18: Force at the elastic limit for intrados and extrados strengthened pillars considering all the
curvatures analyzed and the three sets of mechanical properties.
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-a
-b
-c
Figure 19 Peak load for intrados and extrados strengthened specimens considering all the curvatures numerically tested.
–a: Set 1; -b: Set 2; -c: Set 3.

5 Conclusions
The paper discussed in detail a number of numerical results obtained analyzing four FRP-reinforced concave
and convex masonry prisms by means of a sophisticated 2D plane-strain heterogeneous micro-modelling
approach. The models were implemented into the FE commercial software Abaqus. In detail, all the
constituent materials involved into the analyses were modelled separately using both elasto-plastic with
damage (CDP model) four-noded (bricks and mortar) and elastic (FRP) shell elements. In addition, an elastic
traction-separation cohesive interface was interposed between the FRP and the masonry support. Globally,
authors observed an excellent description of the behaviors of the tested specimens. In detail, global forcedisplacement curves and damage patterns obtained fitted well with experimental observations, confirming
the soundness of the numerical procedure adopted.
From the analyses carried out, the following remarks should be done:
-

The numerical models require only the knowledge of the mechanical properties of the constituent
materials to be predictive of the actual behavior, an information which can be obtained from
standard laboratory tests.

-

The 2D approach proposed is computationally relatively inexpensive, allowing an almost
unconstrained refinement of the mesh at the FRP-to-masonry interface. According to the
experimental evidences, such processing zone of few mm is crucial for the development of the
failure mechanism and the stress-transfer between reinforcement and pillar.

-

One of the main findings was that the compression fracture energy of the bricks is important for a
correct determination of the peak delamination strength. Conversely, the elastic limit strength is
independent by the curvature of the bonded surface.

-

Finally, the residual strength is independent from the fracture energy chosen for the constituent
materials.
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The beneficial or detrimental effect produced by the curved geometry of the bonded surface was captured
properly. The computational effort needed by the FE model proposed is relatively limited; as a consequence,
full sensitivity analyses are possible without difficulties. This allows predicting the debonding behavior in
different conditions, for instance for different curvatures of the bonded surface, geometries and mechanical
properties of the constituent materials. This latter potential generalization is intriguing, because it allows to
be predictive without any need to perform expensive experimentation, offering food for thought on the
possibility to propose simplified formulas to determine the delamination strength in presence of curved
surfaces.
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